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ADDENDUM

Clarification(s) counter to queries from various vendors
for the Supply of "16-port KVM Switch, 42 U Rack, Compute Nodes and GPU Nodes"

Tend er no. IITGN/ADVT/C OMP/LTA-SERVER/20 I 7- 1 8/054 D ated 23.0 6.2017

Q-l: [Queries related to Bidder Evaluation point-2]

We anticipate that all supply, execution projects executed by bidder till date will be
considered to comply this clause, irrespective of year of supply and installation. Please
confirm.

A-1:As per SL no.2 of bidder evaluation of Page-l3, the bidder has to indicate only rack
based HPC cluster installations till date, irrespective of year of supply.

Q-2: [Queries related to Bi$der Evaluation point-4]

We anticipate that all supply, execution projects executed by bidder till date will be
considered to comply this clause, irrespective of year of supply and installation. Please
confirm.

A-2: As per SL no. 4 of bidder evaluation of Page-l3, the bidder has to indicate only rack
based HPC cluster installations in any PSU/Autonomous Bodies declared by the Govt. of
India/Educational Institutions till date, irrespective of year of supply.

Q-3: [Queries related to Bidder Evaluation point-S]

a. Is there any weightage to the bidder with big HPC system implementations in
Gujarat?

b. Request II GN to make it OEM/Bidder in Gujarat in terms of HPC Support
desks, as we have observed that there are not more than 5-6 big clusters in
Gujarat area and number of Bidders/Systems Integrators are Less which will
affect the Marking Systems of RFP

A-3a: As mentioned in the tender document, the Bidders with HPC support desks in Gujarat
shall be given highest weightage as 6 points; the weightage will not be awarded
purely based on HPC system implementations in Gujarat.

A-3b: The point will remain unchanged. Bidders (not the OEM) with presence in Gujarat
with Support Desks will be awarded with highest weightage of 6 points.

Q-4: [Queries related to Technical Evaluation point-21

How the market share will be calculated?

A-4: It is the bidder's responsibility to report the market share figures of the HPC OEM
with supporting documents. (E.g.: Latest Gartner reports)

Q-5: [Queries related to Technical Evaluation point-4]

Need more clarity on training like No of participants (Faculty/Student), Training
duration, Training topics and freq e.g. yearly)
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A-5: Participants will be the HPC Support Team (max of 4 individuals) of the IT division, IIT
Gandhinagar. The nature of training would involve all aspects of the HPC system installation,
troubleshooting, software installation and upgradation. This is a one time training
immediately following the successful commissioning of the cluster for a duration for 3
working days.

Q-6: [Queries related to Technical Evaluation point-S]

^. Is the system and application support (during warranty period) is limited to the
system supplied under current RFP or it includes existing infrastructure as well?

b. Please clarify that if the master node is down then whole cluster will be un-
operational' Which is not in the bidder warranfy6upport. In this scenario, Is
24*7 support clause applicable to the Bidder ? As the Master Node is in the
support of existing cluster vendor.

A-6a: The system and appHc?tion s-upport is limited to the system supplied (during warranty
period) under current RFP. It excludes existing infrastructure.

A-6b: Bidder is responsible to support only for the supplied servers, accordingly the SLA
requirements will impact.

Q-7: [Queries related to Presentation Evaluation]

Request IITGN To clarify whether bidder have to submit the technical presentation
(print) along with technical Bid or IITGN will further ask bidder for the presentation in
front of Committee?

A-7: The bidder should not submit the print of technical presentation along with Technical
Bid. The bidder needs to be present in front of committee for the presentation.

Q-8: [Queries related to Technical Specifications]

^. RFQ ask is for 6 modules otg2Cn RAM for Master and Compute (CPU & GPU)
Nodes. Request IITGN to change it to 12 X 16GB RAM which will enhance the
Application performance for Master Node, compute Nodes (cpu+Gpu)

b. RFQ ask for GPU nodes is K80. Request IITGN to ask for specific P100, 16GB
Card which is latest by Nvidia.

c. Please clarify IB cable fype? Copper or Fibre.

d. Please clariff any OEM Rack or Rack should be from Server OEM.

A-8:

a. The technical specification of 32GB x 6, as originally specified, will remain
unchanged.

b. A corrigendum, related to this point, has already been published on the website. The
specifications of the GPU card has now been changed from K80 to P100 16GB. For
more details, please visit:
fhttp://www.iitgn.ac.irVp dfltender 12017 I 07 I Corcigendum_1 6-
port_KVM_Switch 42U Rack Compute_No4ps_and_GpU_Nodes.pdfl
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c. The IB cable type is Copper.

d. As mentioned in the technical specifications, "High quality and functional19" OEM
42U Server with required accessories with PDUs (at least two independent PDUs and
power outlets to allow separate UPS inputs)" is required and should be from the
server OEM-

Q-9: [Queries related to Benchmarking]

a. HPL related queries:

D Are we allowed to use Intel's optimized Linpack or is it mandatory to use netlib's
hpl version? 

_
b. OSU related queries:

D OSU Micro-Benchrparks are MPI or Unified parallel C/C++ (UPC/ UPC++) or
Open SHMEM based. In all there are 4l MPI benchmarks and similarly many
for Open SHMEM and UPC/ UPC++. It would be too taxing to run Open
SHMEM and UPC/ UPC++ benchmarks as today, almost no programs are
written in Open SHMEM or UPC.

c. PTRANS related queries:

D Please clarify which kernel is to be run for PTRANS from PARKBENCH.

d. Magma or Plasma related queries:

D It will be better to specify test driver programs to measure capabilities of some
one or two routines from Magma. E.g. testing_dgetrf

iD Request IITGN to clarify whether we need to run MAGMA or PLASMA code
using CPUs and GPUs ? If so, how many CPUs and GPUs to be used for this
benchmark?

e. Request IITGN to clarify whether we need to use the proposing no of nodes (ie.
12) for the benchmarking?

f. Request IITGN to clarify whether Bidder have to submit only benchmark
reports along with technical bid or need to submit the input files in Electronic
Format?

A-9:

a. HPL related queries:

i) As mentioned in Annexure-Ill, the latest version of opensource Netlib HPL
benchmarking must be used. For more details, please visit
http : //www.netlib. org/benchmark/hpl

b. OSU related queries:

D These benchmarks are standard practice. Details of executing the said benchmarks are
provided in the following link: http://mvapich.cse.ohio-
state. edu/static/media/mvapich/README- OMB.txt
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c. PTRANS related queries:

D These benchmarks are standard practice. The entire test suite of the kemels need to be
run. Details of executing the said benchmarks are provided in the following link:

d. Magma or Plasma related queries:

D These benchmarks are standard practice. The entire test drivers of the programs need
to be run. Details of executing the said benchmarks are provided in the following link:

ii) Please run the tests independently on one cPU socket qnd one Gpu.

e. The HPL benchmarking needs to be run on minimum of four node as per the technical
specifications mentioned in the tender. The remaining benchmarks can be run on one
node. F

f. The print out of the benchmark reports needs to be submitted along with the technical
bid of the tender. The associated input and output files of the benchmark tests should
be submitted in an electronic media (CD/DVD/USB Stick etc), along with the the
technical bid of the tender.

Q-10: [Queries related to Applications]

a. We Assume that applications mentioned in RFP are already installed in the
existing HPC system. Please Confirm.

b. Which Applications codes currently running on GpU?

c. Which Applications codes currently running on CPU cluster?

d. Are there any home grown codes being run on the HPC cluster(CPU or GPU)

e. We Assume installation of applications mentioned in the RFP. Please confirm. Is
there any requirement of performance enhancement of applications under
current scope?

A-10:

a. Yes

b. Please visit http://iitgn.ac.in/hpc/software-list.html for complete list of applications
running on the existing cluster.

c. Please visit http://iitgn.ac.inlhpc/software-list.html for complete list of applications
running on the existing cluster.

d. Yes, some home grown codes are also running on the cluster.

e. Libraries (as pre-requisites) to support the applications/codes need to be installed in
the supplied servers. Performance enhancement support will be required if the
applications/codes experience a considerable time delay on the new servers with
respect to the existing infrastructure.
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a. We assume that switch ports in Ethernet and infiniband interconnect for new

system are already available. Please confirm

b. Please provide detail of the system software including cluster management and
monitoring software.

c. Are you using any Helpdesk tool. If yes please give details. If no, is there any
requirement of the Helpdesk tool?

d. IIT have mentioned, bidder have to do problem identification on all HPC
component. Does that mean BIDDER have to do problem identification of all the
existing Node, including Master Node, Storage & Mellanox switch. Clarification
required. :

e. Please clarify who is responsible for support of your existing HPC system
including Master node, Storage, Compute nodes, Rack, Nw, IB etc. along with
existing OS and SW."

A-11:
a. Yes

b. Please visit http://iitgn.ac.inlhpc/software-list.html for complete list of software
system and cluster management and monitoring tools.

c. We are not using any helpdesk tool as of now. Bidders may provide the same.

d. Bidder is responsible to support only for the supplied servers.

e. The bidder need not be concerned with support issues for the existing HPC
infrastructure. The existing HPC infrastructure is under warranty till Oct 2017 and is
maintained by M/s Wipro. A separate AMC tender has been floated conceming the
maintenance of the existing HPC infrastructure subsequent to the expiration of the
warranty. For more detail"s please visit: http://www.iitgn.ac.inlpdf/tender/
2017 /07 I AMC_oIHPC Cluster.pdf

Deputy Registrar (A&MM)
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